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Lead2pass Latest Cisco 300-180 Exam Questions Free Download: https://www.lead2pass.com/300-180.html QUESTION 61Which
protocols can be used to send to Cisco TAC (Technical Assistance Center) the show tech- support command output information
about the Cisco UCS domain? (Choose two.) A. TFTPB. FTPC. SCPD. TelnetE. SecureTelnetAnswer: BC QUESTION 62
The Cisco UCS Manager displays FSM information for which four of these? (Choose four.) A. which FSM task is being executed
B. the current state of an FSM taskC. the status of the previous FSM taskD. any error codes returned while processingE. all
completed FSM tasksF. multiple FSM tasks that completed over multiple triesG. multiple FSM tasks that failed Answer: ABCD
QUESTION 63How will the Cisco UCS Manager react when all of the FSM tasks fail? A. retries for 60 secondsB. raises faults
and alarmsC. restarts from the previous known good taskD. sends an NOC SNMP trap email Answer: B QUESTION 64What
should you do when you see faults during the initial setup and discovery process? A. Take note and address the faults.B. You can
safely ignore these faults.C. Log them and try to address the first one.D. Reboot until the error messages go away. Answer: B
QUESTION 65When using the Cisco UCS Manager GUI to troubleshoot a suspected bad memory, which logs contain data that are
related to the faulty DIMM? A. the System Event log and Faults log that are located under the Admin tabB. the Events log and
Faults log that are located under the Admin tabC. the System Event log that is located under the Server tab in the Navigation panel
and the Faults log that is located under the Admin tabD. the System Event log that is located under the Equipment tab and the
Faults log that is located under the Admin tab Answer: D QUESTION 66Which three are valid tech support bundles to collect in the
local management shell? (Choose three.) A. UCSMB. UCSM-MGMTC. Port-ChannelD. AdapterE. SANF. FEX Answer:
ABF QUESTION 67The Core File Exporter automatically exports cores to a remote server as they are generated. Which protocol
does it use for this action? A. FTPB. SCPC. SFTPD. TFTP Answer: D QUESTION 68Which log file in Cisco UCS Manager
contains information about which user took a specific action? A. user access logB. system change logC. audit logD. access
control log Answer: C QUESTION 69Which statement is true about system event logs? A. By default, they require manual
clearing.B. They report operating system crashes and errors.C. They are also referred to as system error logs.D. They can only
be accessed from Cisco UCS Manager. Answer: A QUESTION 70Which two types of ports does end host mode switching have?
(Choose two.) A. VSSB. borderC. routerD. serverE. STPF. client Answer: BD 300-180 dumps full version
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